Homework # 1 [Due on Friday February 5th, 2021]
1. Find a story that can be represented by an extensive form game. Identify the: (i) set
of players, (ii) set of actions, (iii) time structure of the game and (iv) payo¤s.
2. Consider the following extensive form game.

(a) What are the strategies for player 1?
(b) What are the strategies for player 2?
(c) Take your results from a) and b) and construct a matrix representing its normal
form game representation.
3. Consider the following normal form game

Player 1 U
C
D

Player 2
L
R
-10, 10 0, 12
-12, 0
2, 2
-9, 0
1, 0

(a) Find strictly dominant strategies (if any) for player 1 and for player 2.
(b) Find strictly dominated strategies (if any) for player 1 and for player 2.
(c) If you apply iterative deletion of strictly dominated strategies (IDSDS), what is
the surviving strategy pair (or pairs)? Explain the steps you use in IDSDS, and
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why you use them.
4. Consider the following simultaneous-move game between the government (row player),
which decides whether to o¤er unemployment bene…ts, and an unemployed worker
(column player), who chooses whether to search for a job. As you interpret from the
payo¤ matrix below, the unemployed worker only …nds it optimal to search for a job
when he receives no unemployment bene…t; while the government only …nds it optimal
to help the worker when he searches for a job.

Government

Bene…t
No bene…t

Worker
Search Don’t Search
3, 2
-1, 3
-1, 1
0, 0

(a) Represent this game in its extensive form (game tree), where the government acts
…rst and the worker responds without observing whether the government o¤ered
unemployment bene…ts.
(b) Does government has strictly dominant strategies? How about the worker?
(c) Find which strategy pro…le (or pro…les) survive the application of IDSDS.
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